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This book contains many examples of asymptotic analysis of the time requirements
for algorithms and the space requirements for data structures. Often it is a simple
matter to invent an equation to model the behavior of the algorithm or data struc-
ture in question, and then a simple matter to derive a closed-form solution for the
equation should it contain a recurrence or summation.

Sometimes an analysis proves more difficult. It may take a clever insight to de-
rive the right model, such as the snowplow argument for analyzing the average run
length resulting from Replacement Selection (Section 8.7). The equations result-
ing from the snowplow argument are quite simple. In other cases, developing the
model is straightforward, but analyzing the resulting equations is not. An example
is the average-case analysis for Quicksort. The equation given in Section 7.4 sim-
ply enumerates all possible cases for the pivot position, summing corresponding
costs for the recursive calls to Quicksort. However, deriving a closed-form solution
for the resulting recurrence relation is not as easy.

Many iterative algorithms require that we compute a summation to determine
the cost of a loop. Techniques for finding closed-form solutions to summations are
presented in Section 14.1. Time requirements for many algorithms based on recur-
sion are best modeled by recurrence relations. A brief discussion of techniques for
solving recurrences is provided in Section 14.2. These sections extend the intro-
duction to summations and recurrences provided in Section 2.5; the reader should
already be familiar with that material.

Section 14.3 provides an introduction to the topic of amortized analysis. Am-
ortized analysis deals with the cost of a series of operations. Perhaps a single opera-
tion in the series has high cost, but as a result the cost of the remaining operations is
limited in such a way that the entire series can be done efficiently. Amortized anal-
ysis has been used successfully to analyze several of the algorithms presented in
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this book, including the cost of a series of UNION/FIND operations (Section 6.2),
the cost of a series of splay tree operations (Section 13.2), and the cost of a series
of operations on self-organizing lists (Section 9.2). Section 14.3 discusses the topic
in more detail.9;:=<!9 >@?BA�ADC;EGFIHKJMLON;PRQBJSFITU?VN;W
This section presents some basic techniques for deriving closed-form solutions for
summations (also referred to as “solving” the summation). Our first approach is the
“guess and test” method, appropriate for summations whose closed-form solution
is a simple polynomial.

Example 14.1 Consider the familiar summation XZY[]\_^_` . Clearly, this is
less than X Y[]\_^_a , which is simply acbVdea . Thus, it is reasonable to guess
that the closed-form solution for this summation is a polynomial of the formfhg a b d f b aid fkj for some constants f5g , f b , and f#j . If this is the case, we
can plug in the answers to small cases of the summation to solve for the
coefficients. For this example, substituting 0, 1, and 2 for a leads to three
simultaneous equations. Since the summation when amlon is just 0, f j must
be 0. For amlqp and arlts we get the two equationsf g d f b l pu fhg des f b l vxw
which in turn yield f g lyp%z{s and f b lyp%z{s . If the closed-form solution for
the summation is a polynomial, it can only be

p%z{s|a b dtp%z{s|a}d~n
which is more commonly writtenaR�/a�dop%�s �

At this point, we should use an induction proof to verify that our can-
didate closed-form solution is indeed correct. In this case it is correct, as
shown by Example 2.10. The induction proof is necessary because our
initial assumption that the solution is a simple polynomial could be wrong.
For example, it is possible that the true solution includes a logarithmic term.
The process shown here is essentially fitting a curve to a fixed number of
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points, and there is always an a -degree polynomial that fits aidqp points,
so we cannot be sure that we have checked enough points to know the true
equation.

The approach of “guess and test” is useful whenever the solution is a polyno-
mial expression. In particular, similar reasoning can be used to solve for XZY[]\ g ` b ,
or more generally X Y[�\ g `�� for f any positive integer.

The shifting method is a more general approach to solving summations. The
shifting method subtracts the summation from a variation on the summation. The
variation selected for the subtraction should be one that makes most of the terms
cancel out.

Example 14.2 Our first example of shifting sums solves the summation� �/a���l Y�[]\_^c��� [ l � d ��� d ��� b d������{d ��� Y �
This is called a geometric series. Our goal is to find some variation for� �/a�� such that subtracting one from the other leaves us with an easily ma-
nipulated equation. Since the difference between consecutive terms of the
summation is a factor of � , we can shift terms if we multiply the entire
expression by � :

� � �/a���l � Y�[]\_^c��� [ l ��� d ��� b d ��� j d������{d ��� Y�� g �
We can now subtract the one equation from the other, as follows:� �/a��)� � � �/a���l � d ��� d ��� b d ��� j d������{d ��� Y� � ��� d ��� b d ��� j d������{d ��� Y �)� ��� Y�� g �
The result leaves only the end terms:� �/a��)� � � �/a���l Y�[]\_^ ��� [ � � Y� [�\_^ ��� [ ���pB� � � � �/a���l � � ��� Y�� g �
Thus, we get the result � �/a��;l � � ��� Y�� gp�� �
where ���lyp �
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Example 14.3 For our second example of the shifting method, we solve� �/a��;l Y� []\ g ` s [ lyp �%s g d�sK�%s b d~vK�|s j d������|d¡a¢�hs Y �
We can achieve our goal if we multiply by two:s � �/a��;lts Y�[]\ g ` s [ lypR��s b d£s���s j dZv��ks|¤)d~�����¥de�/a��£p%�_�ks Y d¦a§�#s Y�� g �
The ` th term of s � �/a�� is ` �¨s [ � g , while the � ` d©p%� th term of

� �/a�� is� ` dop%�)�%s [ � g . Subtracting one expression from the other yields the sum-
mation of s [ and a few non-canceled terms:s � �/a���� � �/a��ªl s Y�[]\ g ` s [ � Y�[]\ g ` s [

l Y� []\ g ` s [ � g � Y�[]\ g ` s [ �
Shift ` ’s value in the second summation, substituting � ` dop%� for ` :l a�s Y�� g d Y�« g� []\_^ ` s [ � g � Y�«

g� []\_^ � ` dop%��s [ � g �
Break the second summation into two parts:l a�s|Y�� g d Y�« g� []\_^ ` s [ � g � Y�«

g� []\_^ ` s [ � g � Y�«
g� [�\_^ s [ � g �

Cancel like terms: l a�s Y�� g � Y�« g� []\_^ s [ � g �
Again shift ` ’s value in the summation, substituting ` for � ` dop%� :l a�s Y�� g � Y� [�\ g s [ �
Replace the new summation with a solution that we already know:l a�s Y�� g �¬ks Y�� g �Zs{® �
Finally, reorganize the equation:l �/ai�¯p%��s|Y{� g d~s �
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Recurrence relations are often used to model the cost of recursive functions. For
example, the standard Mergesort (Section 7.5) takes a list of size a , splits it in half,
performs Mergesort on each half, and finally merges the two sublists in a steps.
The cost for this can be modeled as» �/a���l¼s » �/a�z{s
��d½a �
In other words, the cost of the algorithm on input of size a is two times the cost for
input of size a�z{s (due to the two recursive calls to Mergesort) plus a (the time to
merge the sublists together again).

There are many approaches to solving recurrence relations, and we briefly con-
sider three here. The first is an estimation technique: Guess the upper and lower
bounds for the recurrence, use induction to prove the bounds, and tighten as re-
quired. The second approach is to expand the recurrence to convert it to a summa-
tion and then use summation techniques. The third approach is to take advantage
of already proven theorems when the recurrence is of a suitable form. In particu-
lar, typical divide and conquer algorithms such as Mergesort yield recurrences of a
form that fits a pattern for which we have a ready solution.¾
¿ÁÀ´Â_ÀÃ¾ ÄcÅ�Æ#Ç�È}É�ÆkÇ�ÊxËZÌ ÍGÍÏÎ�Ð É�Ê�Ñ~ÒxÓ
Ô Î�ÐÖÕRÓ¨×GÊ�ÑGÅ
The first approach to solving recurrences is to guess the answer and then attempt
to prove it correct. If a correct upper or lower bound estimate is given, an easy
induction proof will verify this fact. If the proof is successful, then try to tighten
the bound. If the induction proof fails, then loosen the bound and try again. Once
the upper and lower bounds match, you are finished. This is a useful technique
when you are only looking for asymptotic complexities. When seeking a precise
closed-form solution (i.e., you seek the constants for the expression), this method
will not be appropriate.

Example 14.4 Use the guessing technique to find the asymptotic bounds
for Mergesort, whose running time is described by the equation» �/a��;lts » �/a�z{s
��d¡a�Ø » �Ùs
�;lyp �
We begin by guessing that this recurrence has an upper bound in Ú �/a�b¥� . To
be more precise, assume that » �/a��VÛ�a b �
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We prove this guess is correct by induction. In this proof, we assume thata is a power of two, to make the calculations easy. For the base case,» �Ùs
�VlÜp¼Û�s{b . For the induction step, we need to show that

» �/a���Û¯a{b
implies that

» �Ùs|a��VÛ�Ùs|a�� b for amlts|ÝÖw!Þ¹ß¼p . The induction hypothesis
is » � ` �SÛ ` b w6à�á�â�ã�ä]ä ` Û�a �
It follows that» �Ùs|a��Rlts » �/a���d�s|aZÛ¯s|a b d~s|a£Û u a b Ûå�Ùs|a�� b
which is what we wanted to prove. Thus,

» �/a�� is in Ú �/a
b¥� .
Is Ú �/a b � a good estimate? In the next-to-last step we went from a b dæs|a

to the much larger
u a�b . This suggests that Ú �/a¨b�� is a high estimate. If we

guess something smaller, such as
» �/a��VÛ f a for some constant f , it should

be clear that this cannot work since f s|a¼lMs f a and there is no room for
the extra a cost to join the two pieces together. Thus, the true cost must be
somewhere between f a and a b .

Let us now try
» �/a���ÛçaUä�á�è;a . For the base case, the definition of the

recurrence sets
» �Ùs
�RlypUÛå�Ùs)�3ä�á�èSs
�;lts . Assume (induction hypothesis)

that
» �/a��VÛeaUä�á�èRa . Then,» �Ùs|a���lts » �/a���d�s|aZÛ¯s|aUä]á�èRa�d�s|aZÛ¯s|aR�Iä]á�èRa�d�p%��Ûçs|aUä�á�è²s|a

which is what we seek to prove. In similar fashion, we can prove that
» �/a��

is in é �/aUä�á�è;a�� . Thus,
» �/a�� is also ê �/aUä]á�è;a�� .

¾
¿ÁÀ´Â_ÀëÂ ÄÏì�Í�É�Ê�Ñ¨Ç�ÊxË~íîÎ
ï
×GÐ�Ð�ÎxÊ�ï{Î
Å
Estimating bounds is effective if you only need an approximation to the answer.
More precise techniques are required to find an exact solution. One such technique
is called expanding the recurrence. In this method, the smaller terms on the right
side of the equation are in turn replaced by their definition. This is the expanding
step. These terms are again expanded, and so on, until a full series with no recur-
rence results. This yields a summation, and techniques for solving summations can
then be used. A couple of simple expansions were shown in Section 2.5; a more
complex example is given below.
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Example 14.5 Find the solution for» �/a���lts » �/a�z{s
��deð|a b Ø » ��p%�;låñ �
For simplicity we assume that a is a power of two, so we will rewrite it asaml¼s{ò . This recurrence can be expanded as follows:» �/a���l s » �/a�z{s
��d�ð|a bl s��Ùs » �/a�z u ��d�ð��/a�z{s
� b ��d�ð|a bl s��Ùs��Ùs » �/a�z{ó
��deð��/a�z u � b ��d�ð��/a�z{s
� b �Ádeð|a b

l s ò » ��p%��d�s ò « g �%ð@ô as ò « g�õ b d������|d�sö�%ð@ô a s õ b d�ð|a b �
This last expression can best be represented by a summation as follows:

ñha}deð ò « g�[]\_^ a b z{s [
l ñha}deð|a b ò « g�[]\_^ p%z{s [ �

From Equation 2.7, we have:l ñha}deð|a b ¬ksK�¯p%z{s ò « g ®l ñha}deð|a b �ÙsU�£s
zha��l ñha}dtp�n{a b �ep�n{al p�n{a b �Zv|a �
This is the exact solution to the recurrence for a a power of two. At this
point, we should use a simple induction proof to verify that our solution is
indeed correct.

¾
¿ÁÀ´Â_Àë÷ øùÇûú�ÇûÑ¨Î}É�Ê�ÑZü²Ó¨Ê�ýÏ×�ÎxÐöíîÎ
ï
×GÐ�Ð'Î�Ê�ï{Î
Å
The third approach to solving recurrences is to take advantage of known theorems
that describe the solution for classes of recurrences. One useful example is a the-
orem that gives the answer for a class known as divide and conquer recurrences.
These have the form » �/a���l � » �/a�z{þ���d f a ò Ø » ��p%�;l f
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where � , þ , f , and ÿ are constants. In general, this recurrence describes a problem
of size a divided into � subproblems of size a�z{þ , while f ahò is the amount of work
necessary to combine the partial solutions. Mergesort is an example of a divide and
conquer algorithm, and its recurrence fits this form. So does binary search. We use
the method of expanding recurrences to derive the general solution for any divide
and conquer recurrence, assuming that amltþ�� .» �/a��ªl � � � » �/a�z{þ b �Ád f �/a�z{þ�� ò �Ád f a òl � � » ��p%��d � � « g f �/a�z{þ � « g � ò d������|d � f �/a�z{þ�� ò d f a òl f �� []\_^Ï� � « [ þ [ ò

l f � � �� []\_^ �Ùþ ò z � � [ �
Note that

� � l � ������� Y loa �������
	 � (14.1)

The summation is a geometric series whose sum depends on the ratio � ltþ ò�z � .
There are three cases.

1. � � p � From Equation 2.4,�� [�\_^ � [ � p%z���pB� � ��w!ã�ká������!ã���� �
Thus, » �/a��Rl ê � � � �;l ê �/a ����� � 	 � �

2. � l p � Since � lªþ5ò�z � , we know that � lªþ!ò . From the definition of
logarithms it follows immediately that ÿ låä�á�è�� � . We also note from Equa-
tion 14.1 that � loä]á�è � a . Thus,��[]\_^ � l � dop loä]á�è���aOdop �
Since � �tl�aUä�á�è�� � l�a ò , we have» �/a���l ê �/a ��������	 ä�á�è²a���l ê �/a ò ä]á�èRa�� �
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3. � � p � From Equation 2.6,�� []\_^ � l � � � g �ep� �ep l ê � � � � �
Thus, » �/a���l ê � � � � � �;l ê � � � �Ùþ ò z � � � �;l ê �Ùþ ò � ��l ê �/a ò � �

We can summarize the above derivation as the following theorem.

Theorem 14.1

» �/a���l
�� �! ê �/a ����� � 	 � if � � þ òê �/a�ò�ä�á�èRa�� if � ltþ#òê �/a ò � if � � þ ò .

This theorem may be applied whenever appropriate, rather than rederiving the
solution for the recurrence. For example, apply the theorem to solve» �/a��;ltv » �/a�z{ð
��d�ó|a b �
Since � lÜv , þölÜð , f lyó , and ÿ lDs , we find that v � ð b . Applying case (3) of
the theorem,

» �/a���l ê �/aÏb�� .
As another example, use the theorem to solve the recurrence relation for Merge-

sort: » �/a��;lts » �/a�z{s
��d¡a�Ø » ��p%�;lyp �
Since � lÜs , þölÜs , f l�p , and ÿ l©p , we find that sOlys g . Applying case (2) of
the theorem,

» �/a���l ê �/aUä�á�è²a�� .¾
¿ÁÀ´Â_Àû¿ " ú
Î�Ð'É�ËGÎ�#!ü²ÉxÅ�Î$"ùÊ�É&%�'�ÅkÇëÅUÓ&(*)=×�Çëï�+{Å#ÓxÐ�Æ
In Section 7.4, we determined that the average-case analysis of Quicksort had the
following recurrence:

» �/a���l f a�d pa Y�«
g�

ò \_^-, » � ÿ ��d » �/ai�ep � ÿ �/.3w » �In��Rl » ��p%�Rl f �
The f a term is an upper bound on the findpivot and partition steps. This
equation comes from observing that each element ÿ is equally likely to be the par-
titioning element. It can be simplified by observing that the two recurrence terms
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» �/am�opù� ÿ � are equivalent, since one simply counts up from 0 �In�� to0 �/ai�¯p%� while the other counts down from 0 �/ai�¯p%� to 0 �In�� . This yields

» �/a���l f a�d sa Y�«
g�

ò \_^
» � ÿ � �

This form is known as a recurrence with full history. The key to solving such a
recurrence is to cancel out the summation terms. The shifting method for summa-
tions provides a way to do this. Multiply both sides by a and subtract the result
from the formula for a » �/a§dtp%� :

a » �/a���l f a b d�s Y�« g�ò \ g
» � ÿ �

�/a}d�p%� » �/a}dop%� l f �/a�dop%� b d�s Y�
ò \ g

» � ÿ � �
Subtracting a » �/a�� from both sides yields:

�/a�dop%� » �/a�dtp%�î�¦a » �/a���l f �/a�dop%� b � f a b d�s » �/a���/a�dop%� » �/a�dtp%�î�¦a » �/a���l f �Ùs|a}d�p%��d�s » �/a���/a}d�p%� » �/a}dop%� l f �Ùs|a}d�p%��dt�/a�des
� » �/a��» �/a�dop%� l f �Ùs|a�dop%�a�dtp d a�desa�dtp » �/a�� �
At this point, we have eliminated the summation and can now use our normal meth-
ods for solving recurrences to get a closed-form solution. Note that �21 b Y{� g43Y�� g � s f ,
so we can simplify the result. Expanding the recurrence, we get

» �/a�dop%� Û s f d a�desa�dtp » �/a��l s f d a�desa�dtp ô�s f d aOdopa » �/ai��p%� õ
l s f d a�desa�dtp ô s f d aOdopa ô s f d aai�ep » �/ai�£s
� õRõl s f d a�desa�dtp ô�s f d������|d u v �Ùs f d vs » ��p%�6� õl s f ôÏpRd a�d�sa�dop d a�d�sa�dop a�dtpa d������|d aOd�saOdop a§dtpa ����� vs õ
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l s f ô pRdt�/a�d�s
� ô pa�dtp d pa d������|d ps õ;õl s f d~s f �/a}des
�_�:9 Y�� g �ep%�
for 9 Y{� g , the Harmonic Series. From Equation 2.10, 9 Y�� g l ê �Iä]á�èRa�� , so the
final solution is ê �/aUä�á�è²a�� .9;:=</; <eADH�¸�EGF>=�N@?A<eJVC ºCB�WGFIW
This section presents the concept of amortized analysis, which is the analysis for
a series of operations. In particular, amortized analysis allows us to deal with the
situation where the worst-case cost for a operations is less than a times the worst-
case cost of any one operation. Rather than focusing on the individual cost of each
operation independently and summing them, amortized analysis looks at the cost
of the entire series and “charges” each individual operation with a share of the total
cost.

We can apply the technique of amortized analysis in the case of a series of se-
quential searches in an unsorted array. For a random searches, the average-case
cost for each search is a�z{s , and so the expected total cost for the series is a b z{s .
Unfortunately, in the worst case all of the searches would be to the last item in the
array. In this case, each search costs a for a total worst-case cost of a b . Compare
this to the cost for a series of a searches such that each item in the array is searched
for precisely once. In this situation, some of the searches must be expensive, but
also some searches must be cheap. The total number of searches, in the best, av-
erage, and worst case, for this problem must be X Y[]\c[ `ED a�b¥z{s . This is a factor
of two better than the more pessimistic analysis that charges each operation in the
series with its worst-case cost.

As another example of amortized analysis, consider the process of increment-
ing a binary counter. The algorithm is to move from the lower-order (rightmost)
bit toward the high-order (leftmost) bit, changing 1s to 0s until the first 0 is en-
countered. This 0 is changed to a 1, and the increment operation is done. Below
is C �Á� code to implement the increment operation, assuming that a binary number
of length a is stored in array A of length a .

for (i=0; ((i<n) && (A[i] == 1)); i++)
A[i] = 0;

if (i < n)
A[i] = 1;

If we count from 0 through s Y �tp , (requiring a counter with at least a bits),
what is the average cost for an increment operation in terms of the number of bits
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processed? Naive worst-case analysis says that if all a bits are 1 (except for the
high-order bit), then a bits need to be processed. Thus, if there are s Y increments,
then the cost is a�s Y . However, this is much too high, since it is rare for so many bits
to be processed. In fact, half of the time the low-order bit is 0, and so only that bit
is processed. One quarter of the time, the low-order two bits are 01, and so only the
low-order two bits are processed. Another way to view this is that the low-order bit
is always flipped, the bit to its left is flipped half the time, the next bit one quarter
of the time, and so on. We can capture this with the summation (charging costs to
bits going from right to left) Y�« g� []\_^ ps [ � s �
In other words, the average number of bits flipped on each increment is 2, leading
to a total cost of only sK�%s Y for a series of s Y increments.

A useful concept for amortized analysis is illustrated by a simple variation on
the stack data structure, where the pop function is slightly modified to take a sec-
ond parameter ÿ indicating that ÿ pop operations are to be performed. This revised
pop function, called multipop, might look as follows:

// pop k elements from stack
void Stack::multipop(int k);

The “local” worst-case analysis for multipop is ê �/a�� for a elements in the
stack. Thus, if there are � g calls to push and � b calls to multipop, then the
naive worst-case cost for the series of operation is � g d � b ��aml � g d � b � � g .
This analysis is unreasonably pessimistic. Clearly it is not really possible to pop� g elements each time multipop is called. Analysis that focuses on single op-
erations cannot deal with this global limit, and so we turn to amortized analysis to
model the entire series of operations.

The key to an amortized analysis of this problem lies in the concept of poten-
tial. At any given time, a certain number of items may be on the stack. The cost for
multipop can be no more than this number of items. Each call to push places
another item on the stack, which can be removed by only a single multipop op-
eration. Thus, each call to push raises the potential of the stack by one item. The
sum of costs for all calls to multipop can never be more than the total potential of
the stack (aside from a constant time cost associated with each call to multipop
itself).

The amortized cost for any series of push and multipop operations is the
sum of three costs. First, each of the push operations takes constant time. Second,
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each multipop operation takes a constant time in overhead, regardless of the
number of items popped on that call. Finally, we count the sum of the potentials
expended by all multipop operations, which is at most � g , the number of push
operations. This total cost can therefore be expressed as� g dt� � b d � g �Rl ê � � g d � b � �

Our final example uses amortized analysis to prove a relationship between the
cost of the move-to-front self-organizing list heuristic from Section 9.2 and the cost
for the optimal static ordering of the list.

Recall that, for a series of search operations, the minimum cost for a static
list results when the list is sorted by frequency of access to its records. This is
the optimal ordering for the records if we never allow the positions of records to
change, since the most frequently accessed record is first (and thus has least cost),
followed by the next most frequently accessed record, and so on.

Theorem 14.2 The total number of comparisons required by any series S of a or
more searches on a self-organizing list of length a using the move-to-front heuristic
is never more than twice the total number of comparisons required when series S is
applied to the list stored in its optimal static order.

Proof: Each comparison of the search key with a record in the list is either suc-
cessful or unsuccessful. For � searches, there must be exactly � successful com-
parisons for both the self-organizing list and the static list. The total number of
unsuccessful comparisons in the self-organizing list is the sum, over all pairs of
distinct keys, of the number of unsuccessful comparisons made between that pair.

Consider a particular pair of keys A and B. For any sequence of searches S,
the total number of (unsuccessful) comparisons between A and B is identical to the
number of comparisons between A and B required for the subsequence of S made up
only of searches for A or B. Call this subsequence SAB. In other words, including
searches for other keys does not affect the relative position of A and B and so does
not affect the relative contribution to the total cost of the unsuccessful comparisons
between A and B.

The number of unsuccessful comparisons between A and B made by the move-
to-front heuristic on subsequence SAB is at most twice the number of unsuccessful
comparisons between A and B required when SAB is applied to the optimal static
ordering for the list. To see this, assume that SAB contains ` As and F Bs, with ` Û F .
Under the optimal static ordering, ` unsuccessful comparisons are required since B
must appear before A in the list (since its access frequency is higher). Move-to-front
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will yield an unsuccessful comparison whenever the request sequence changes from
A to B or from B to A. The total number of such changes possible is s ` since each
change involves an A and each A can be part of at most two changes.

Since the total number of unsuccessful comparisons required by move-to-front
for any given pair of keys is at most twice that required by the optimal static order-
ing, the total number of unsuccessful comparisons required by move-to-front for
all pairs of keys is also at most twice as high. Since the number of successful com-
parisons is the same for both methods, the total number of comparisons required by
move-to-front is less than twice the number of comparisons required by the optimal
static ordering. G9;:=<3: HB?B¸�EcQVN�¸e·}N;CI? F'JIJ
A good introduction to solving recurrence relations is Applied Combinatorics by
Fred S. Roberts [Rob84]. For a more advanced treatment, see Concrete Mathemat-
ics by Graham, Knuth, and Patashnik [GKP89].

Cormen, Leiserson, and Rivest provide a good discussion on various methods
of performing amortized analysis in Introduction to Algorithms [CLR90]. For an
amortized analysis that the splay tree requires � ä�á�èRa time to perform a series
of � operations on a nodes when � � a , see “Self-Adjusting Binary Search
Trees” by Sleator and Tarjan [ST85]. The proof for Theorem 14.2 comes from
“Amortized Analysis of Self-Organizing Sequential Search Heuristics” by Bentley
and McGeoch [BM85].9;:=<8K LNM;NS¸%P)FIW�NRW
14.1 Use the technique of guessing a polynomial and deriving the coefficients to

solve the summation Y�[]\ g ` b �
14.2 Use the technique of guessing a polynomial and deriving the coefficients to

solve the summation Y�[]\ g ` j �
14.3 Find, and prove correct, a closed-form solution for��[]\ 	 ` b �
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14.4 Use the shifting method to solve the summation

Y�[]\ g ` �
14.5 Use the shifting method to solve the summation

Y�[]\ g s [ �
14.6 Use the shifting method to solve the summation

Y�[]\ g ` s Y�« [ �
14.7 Prove that the number of moves required for function TOH from Section 2.4

is s Y �ep .
14.8 Give and prove the closed-form solution for the recurrence relation

» �/a��²l» �/ai�ep%��d f , » ��p%�;l f .
14.9 Prove by induction that the closed-form solution for the recurrence relation» �/a���lts » �/a�z{s
��d¡a�Ø » �Ùs
�;lyp

is in é �/aUä�á�è;a�� .
14.10 Find the solution (in asymptotic terms, not precise constants) for the recur-

rence relation » �/a���l » �/a�z{s
��dTS aîØ » ��p%�;lyp �
14.11 Using the technique of expanding the recurrence, find the exact closed-form

solution for the recurrence relation» �/a���l¼s » �/a�z{s
��d¡a�Ø » �Ùs
�;lts �
14.12 Use Theorem 14.1 to prove that binary search requires ê �Iä�á�è²a�� time.
14.13 Recall that when a hash table gets to be more than about one half full, its

performance quickly degrades. One solution to this problem is to reinsert
all elements of the hash table into a new hash table that is twice as large.
Assuming that the (expected) average case cost to insert into a hash table isê ��p%� , prove that the average cost to insert is still ê ��p%� when this reinsertion
policy is used.
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14.14 The standard algorithm for multiplying two aVU a matrices requires ê �/a j �

time. It is possible to do better than this by rearranging and grouping the
multiplications in various ways. One example of this is known as Strassen’s
matrix multiplication algorithm. Assume that a is a power of two. In the
following, A and B are a$Uæa arrays, while W [YX and Z [�X refer to arrays of sizea�z{s[U¦a�z{s . Strassen’s algorithm is to multiply the subarrays together in a
particular order, as expressed by the following equation:\ W g6g W g bW b g W b6b^] \ Z g6g Z g bZ b g Z b6b^] l \E_ g d _ b � _ ¤ d _-` _ ¤ d _-a_
` d _�b _ b � _ j d _-a � _
b ] �
In other words, the result of the multiplication for an acU}a array is obtained
by a series of matrix multiplications and additions for a�z{sdU~a�z{s arrays.
Multiplications between subarrays also use Strassen’s algorithm, and the ad-
dition of two subarrays requires ê �/a%b¥� time. The subfactors are defined as
follows: _ g l � W g b � W b6b �)��� Z b g d Z b6b �_ b l � W g6g d W b6b �)��� Z g6g d Z b6b �_ j l � W g6g � W b g �)��� Z g6g d Z g b �_ ¤ l � W g6g d W g b �)� Z b6b_-a l W g6g ��� Z g b � Z b6b �_-` l W b6b ��� Z b g � Z g6g �_
b l � W b g d W b6b �)� Z g6g �

(a) Show that Strassen’s algorithm is correct.
(b) How many multiplications of subarrays and how many additions are

required by Strassen’s algorithm? How many would be required by
normal matrix multiplication if it were defined in terms of subarrays
in the same manner? Show the recurrence relations for both Strassen’s
algorithm and the normal matrix multiplication algorithm.

(c) Derive the closed-form solution for the recurrence relation you gave for
Strassen’s algorithm (use Theorem 14.1).

(d) Give your opinion on the practicality of Strassen’s algorithm.

14.15 Given a 2-3 tree with Þ nodes, prove that inserting e additional nodes re-
quires Ú � e d¡Þ¦� node splits.

14.16 One approach to implementing an array-based list where the list size is un-
known is to let the array grow and shrink. This is known as a dynamic array.
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When necessary, we can grow or shrink the array by copying the array’s con-
tents to a new array. If we are careful about the size of the new array, this
copy operation can be done rarely enough so as not to affect the amortized
cost of the operations.

(a) What is the amortized cost of inserting elements into the list if the array
is initially of size 1 and we double the array size whenever the number
of elements that we wish to store exceeds the size of the array? Assume
that the insert itself cost Ú ��p%� time per operation and so we are just
concerned with minimizing the copy time to the new array.

(b) Consider an underflow strategy that cuts the array size in half whenever
the array falls below half full. Give an example where this strategy leads
to a bad amortized cost. Again, we are only interested in measuring the
time of the array copy operations.

(c) Give a better underflow strategy than that suggested in part (b). Your
goal is to find a strategy whose amortized analysis shows that array
copy requires Ú �/a�� time for a series of a operations.

14.17 Recall that two vertices in an undirected graph are in the same connected
component if there is a path connecting them. A good algorithm to find the
connected components of an undirected graph begins by calling a DFS on
the first vertex. All vertices reached by the DFS are in the same connected
component and are so marked. We then look through the vertex mark array
until an unmarked vertex ` is found. Again calling the DFS on ` , all vertices
reachable from ` are in a second connected component. We continue work-
ing through the mark array until all vertices have been assigned to some
connected component. A sketch of the algorithm is as follows:

for (i=0; i<G->n(); i++) // For n vertices in the graph
G->setMark(i, 0); // Vertices start in no component

compcount = 1; // Counter for current component
for (i=0; i<G->n(); i++)

if (G->getMark(i) == 0) { // Start a new component
DFS component(G, i, compcount);
compcount++;

}

void DFS component(Graph* G, int v, int compcount) {
G->setMark(v, compcount);
for (int w=G->first(v); w<G->n(); w = G->next(v,w))

if (G->getMark(w) == 0)
DFS component(G, w, compcount);

}
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Use the concept of potential from amortized analysis to explain why the total
cost of this algorithm is ê �RfV f�dgfE f � . (Note that this will not be a true
amortized analysis since this algorithm does not allow an arbitrary series
of DFS operations but rather is fixed to do a single call to DFS from each
vertex.)

14.18 Give a proof similar to that used for Theorem 14.2 to show that the total
number of comparisons required by any series of a or more searches S on a
self-organizing list of length a using the count heuristic is never more than
twice the total number of comparisons required when series S is applied to
the list stored in its optimal static order.9;:=</h ir¸%Hkj
N;P�E�W

14.1 Implement the UNION/FIND algorithm of Section 6.2 using both path com-
pression and the weighted union rule. Count the total number of node ac-
cesses required for various series of equivalences to determine if the actual
performance of the algorithm matches the expected cost of ê �/aUä�á�è:lÏa�� .

14.2 Implement both a standard ê �/a j � matrix multiplication algorithm and Stras-
sen’s matrix multiplication algorithm (see Exercise 14.14). Using empirical
testing, try to estimate the constant factors for the runtime equations of the
two algorithms. How big must a be before Strassen’s algorithm becomes
more efficient than the standard algorithm?
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This book contains many examples of data structures used to solve a wide variety
of problems. There are also many examples of efficient algorithms. In general, our
search algorithms strive to be at worst in Ú �Iä�á�è²a�� , while our sorting algorithms
strive to be in Ú �/aUä]á�è;a�� . A few algorithms, such as the all-pairs shortest-paths al-
gorithms, have higher asymptotic complexity, with Floyd’s all-pairs shortest-paths
algorithm being ê �/a j � .

Part of the reason why we can solve many problems efficiently has to do with
the fact that we use efficient algorithms. Given any problem for which you know
some algorithm, it is always possible to write an inefficient algorithm to “solve”
the problem. For example, consider a sorting algorithm that tests every possible
permutation of its input until it finds the correct permutation that provides a sorted
list. The running time for this algorithm would be unacceptably high, since it is
proportional to the number of permutations which is a{z for a inputs. When solving
the minimum-cost spanning tree problem, if we were to test every possible subset of
edges to see which forms the shortest minimum spanning tree, the amount of work
would be proportional to s}| ~�| for a graph with f �Nf edges. Fortunately, for both
of these problems we have more clever algorithms that allow us to find answers
(relatively) quickly.

Unfortunately, in real life there are many computing problems that must be
solved for which the best possible algorithm takes a long time. A simple example
is the Towers of Hanoi problem, which requires s Y moves to “solve” a tower with a
disks. It is not possible for any computer program that solves the Towers of Hanoi
problem to run in less than é �Ùs Y � time, since that many moves must be printed out.

Besides those problems whose solutions must take a long time to run, there
are also many problems for which we simply do not know if there are efficient
algorithms or not. The best algorithms that we know for such problems are very

469
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slow, but perhaps there are better ones waiting to be discovered. Of course, while
having a problem with high running time is bad, it is even worse to have a problem
that cannot be solved at all! Problems of the later type do exist, and some are
presented in Section 15.3.

This chapter presents a brief introduction to the theory of expensive and im-
possible problems. Section 15.1 presents the concept of a reduction, which is the
central tool used for analyzing the difficulty of a problem (as opposed to analyz-
ing an algorithm). Reductions allow us to relate the difficulty of various problems,
which is often much easier than doing the analysis for a problem from first prin-
ciples. Section 15.2 discusses “hard” problems, by which we mean problems that
require, or at least appear to require, time exponential on the problem size. Fi-
nally, Section 15.3 considers various problems that, while often simple to define
and comprehend, are in fact impossible to solve using a computer program. The
classic example of such a problem is deciding whether an arbitrary computer pro-
gram will go into an infinite loop when processing a specified input. This is known
as the halting problem.

9@K=<!9 ·}N@?U?VP�E�FIHKJSW
We begin with an important concept for understanding the relationships between
problems, called reduction. Reduction allows us to solve one problem in terms
of another. Equally importantly, when we wish to understand the difficulty of a
problem, reduction allows us to make relative statements about upper and lower
bounds on the cost of a problem (as opposed to an algorithm or program).

Since the concept of problems is discussed extensively in this chapter, we begin
with notation to simplify problem descriptions. Throughout this chapter, a problem
will be defined in terms of a mapping between inputs and outputs, and the name of
the problem will be given in all capital letters. Thus, a complete definition of the
sorting problem could appear as follows:

SORTING:
Input: A sequence of integers � ^ , � g , � b , ..., � Y�« g .
Output: A permutation � ^ , � g , � b , ..., � Y�« g of the sequence such that � [ Û � X

whenever ` � F .
Once you have bought or written a program to solve one problem, such as

sorting, you may be able to use it as a tool to solve a different problem. This is
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Figure 15.1 An illustration of PAIRING. The two lists of numbers are paired up
so that the least values from each list make a pair, the next smallest values from
each list make a pair, and so on.

known in software engineering as software reuse. To illustrate this, let us consider
another problem.

PAIRING:
Input: Two sequences of integers X l � � ^ w � g w ����� w � Y�« g � and Y l� � ^ w � g w ����� w � Y�« g � .Output: A pairing of the elements in the two sequences such that the least

value in X is paired with the least value in Y , the next least value in X is paired
with the next least value in Y , and so on.

Figure 15.1 illustrates PAIRING. One way to solve PAIRING is to use an ex-
isting sorting program by sorting each of the two sequences, and then pairing-off
items based on their position in sorted order. Technically, we say that PAIRING is
reduced to SORTING, since SORTING is used to solve PAIRING.

Notice that reduction is a three-step process. The first step is to convert an
instance of PAIRING into two instances of SORTING. The conversion step is not
very interesting; it simply takes each sequence and assigns it to an array to be
passed to SORTING. The second step is to sort the two arrays (i.e., apply SORTING
to each array). The third step is to convert the output of SORTING to the output for
PAIRING. This is done by pairing the first elements in the sorted arrays, the second
elements, and so on.

The reduction of PAIRING to SORTING helps to establish an upper bound
on the cost of PAIRING. In terms of asymptotic notation, assuming that we can
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find one method to convert the inputs to PAIRING into inputs to SORTING “fast
enough,” and a second method to convert the result of SORTING back to the correct
result for PAIRING “fast enough,” then the asymptotic cost of PAIRING cannot
be more than the cost of SORTING. In this case, there is little work to be done
to convert from PAIRING to SORTING, or to convert the answer from SORTING
back to the answer for PAIRING, so the dominant cost of this solution is performing
the sort operation. Thus, an upper bound for PAIRING is in Ú �/aUä�á�è²a�� .

It is important to note that the pairing problem does not require that elements
of the two sequences be sorted. This is merely one possible way to solve the prob-
lem. PAIRING only requires that the elements of the sequences be paired correctly.
Perhaps there is another way to do it? Certainly if we use sorting to solve PAIR-
ING, the algorithms will require é �/aUä]á�è;a�� time. But, another approach might
conceivably be faster.

There is another use of reductions aside from using an old algorithm to solve a
new problem (and coincidentally establishing an upper bound for the new problem).
That is to prove a lower bound on the cost of a new problem by showing that it could
be used as a solution for an old problem with a known lower bound.

Assume we can go the other way and convert SORTING to PAIRING “fast
enough.” What does this say about the minimum cost of PAIRING? We know
from Section 7.9 that the cost of SORTING in the worst and average cases is iné �/aUä]á�è;a�� . In other words, the best possible algorithm for sorting requires at leastaUä�á�èRa time.

Assume that PAIRING could be done in Ú �/a�� time. Then, one way to create a
sorting algorithm would be to convert SORTING into PAIRING, run the algorithm
for PAIRING, and finally convert the answer back to the answer for SORTING.
Provided that we can convert SORTING to/from PAIRING “fast enough,” this pro-
cess would yield an Ú �/a�� algorithm for sorting! Since this contradicts what we
know about the lower bound for SORTING, and the only flaw in the reasoning is
the initial assumption that PAIRING can be done in Ú �/a�� time, we can conclude
that there is no Ú �/a�� time algorithm for PAIRING. This reduction process tells us
that PAIRING must be at least as expensive as SORTING and so must itself have a
lower bound in é �/aUä�á�è;a�� .

To complete this proof regarding the lower bound for PAIRING, we need now
to find a way to reduce SORTING to PAIRING. This is easily done. Take an in-
stance of SORTING (i.e., an array A of a elements). A second array B is generated
that simply stores ` in position ` for niÛ ` � a . Pass the two arrays to PAIRING.
Take the resulting set of pairs, and use the value from the B half of the pair to tell
which position in the sorted array the A half should take; that is, we can now reorder
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the records in the A array using the corresponding value in the B array as the sort
key and running a simple ê �/a�� Binsort. The conversion of SORTING to PAIRING
can be done in Ú �/a�� time, and likewise the conversion of the output of PAIRING
can be converted to the correct output for SORTING in Ú �/a�� time. Thus, the cost
of this “sorting algorithm” is dominated by the cost for PAIRING.

Consider any two problems for which a suitable reduction from one to the other
can be found. The first problem takes an arbitrary instance of its input, which we
will call I, and transforms I to a solution, which we will call SLN. The second prob-
lem takes an arbitrary instance of its input, which we will call �Y� , and transforms ���
to a solution, which we will call �k�I� � . We can define reduction more formally as
a three-step process:

1. Transform an arbitrary instance of the first problem to an instance of the
second problem. In other words, there must be a transformation from any
instance I of the first problem to an instance ��� of the second problem.

2. Apply an algorithm for the second problem to the instance ��� , yielding a
solution �q�I� � .

3. Transform �k�I� � to the solution of I, known as SLN. Note that SLN must in
fact be the correct solution for I for the reduction to be acceptable.

It is important to note that the reduction process does not give us an algorithm
for solving either problem by itself. It merely gives us a method for solving the first
problem given that we already have a solution to the second. More importantly for
the topics to be discussed in the remainder of this chapter, reduction gives us a way
to understand the bounds of one problem in terms of another. Specifically, given
efficient transformations, the upper bound of the first problem is at most the upper
bound of the second. Conversely, the lower bound of the second problem is at least
the lower bound of the first.

As a second example of reduction, consider the simple problem of multiplying
two a -digit numbers. The standard long-hand method for multiplication is to mul-
tiply the last digit of the first number by the second number (taking ê �/a�� time),
multiply the second digit of the first number by the second number (again takingê �/a�� time), and so on for each of the a digits of the first number. Finally, the in-
termediate results are added together. Note that adding two numbers of length e
and Þ can easily be done in ê � e d~Þ¦� time. Since each digit of the first number
is multiplied against each digit of the second, this algorithm requires ê �/a b � time.
Asymptotically faster (but more complicated) algorithms are known, but none is so
fast as to be in Ú �/a�� .

Next we ask the question: Is squaring an a -digit number as difficult as multi-
plying two a -digit numbers? We might hope that something about this special case
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will allow for a faster algorithm than is required by the more general multiplication
problem. However, a simple reduction proof serves to show that squaring is “as
hard” as multiplying.

The key to the reduction is the following formula:� U$�Ül � � d��@� b �ç� � �t�æ� bu �
The significance of this formula is that it allows us to convert an arbitrary instance
of multiplication to a series of operations involving three addition/subtractions
(each of which can be done in linear time), two squarings, and a division by 4.
Note that the division by 4 can be done in linear time (simply convert to binary,
shift by two digits, and convert back).

This reduction shows that if a linear time algorithm for squaring can be found,
it can be used to construct a linear time algorithm for multiplication.

An example of a useful reduction is multiplication through the use of loga-
rithms. Multiplication is considerably more difficult than addition, since the cost to
multiply two a -bit numbers directly is Ú �/a b � , while addition of two a -bit numbers
is Ú �/a�� . Recall from Section 2.3 that one property of logarithms is

ä�á�èRa � loä]á�èRaOd~ä�á�è � �
Thus, if taking logarithms and anti-logarithms were cheap, then we could reduce
multiplication to addition by taking the log of the two operands, adding, and then
taking the anti-log of the sum.

Under normal circumstances, taking logarithms and anti-logarithms is expen-
sive, and so this reduction would not be considered practical. However, this reduc-
tion is precisely the basis for the slide rule. The slide rule uses a logarithmic scale
to measure the lengths of two numbers, in effect doing the conversion to logarithms
automatically. These two lengths are then added together, and the inverse logarithm
of the sum is read off another logarithmic scale. The part normally considered ex-
pensive (taking logarithms and anti-logarithms) is cheap since it is a physical part
of the slide rule. Thus, the entire multiplication process can be done cheaply via a
reduction to addition.

Our next example of reduction concerns the multiplication of two a�U a ma-
trices. For this problem, we will assume that the values stored in the matrices are
simple integers and that multiplying two simple integers takes constant time. The
standard algorithm for multiplying two matrices is to multiply each element of the
first matrix’s first row by the corresponding element of the second matrix’s first
column, then adding the numbers. This takes ê �/a�� time. Each of the a b elements
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of the solution are computed in similar fashion, requiring a total of ê �/a j � time.
Faster algorithms are known, but none are so fast as to be in Ú �/a b � .

Now, consider the case of multiplying two symmetric matrices. A symmetric
matrix is one in which entry `CF is equal to entry F�` ; that is, the upper-right triangle
of the matrix is a mirror image of the lower-left triangle. Is there something about
this restricted case that allows us to multiply two symmetric matrices faster than
in the general case? The answer is no, as can be seen by the following reduction.
Assume that we have been given two aVUia matrices A and B. We can construct as|atUrs|a symmetric matrix from an arbitrary matrix A as follows:\ n A

A � n ] �
Here 0 stands for an acU¢a matrix composed of zero values, A is the original array,
and A � stands for the transpose of matrix A.1 Note that the resulting matrix is now
symmetric. We can convert matrix B to a symmetric matrix in a similar manner.
If symmetric matrices could be multiplied “quickly” (in particular, if they could
be multiplied together in ê �/a b � time), then we could find the result of multiplying
two arbitrary a�U a matrices in ê �/a�b¥� time by taking advantage of the following
observation: \ n A

A � n ] \ n B �
B n ] l \

AB nn A � B � ] �
In the above formula, AB is the result of multiplying matrices A and B together.9@K=<�¶ �½C²¸-?�ir¸%H� º�NSADW
This section discusses some really “hard” problems. There are several ways that a
problem could be considered hard. First, we might have trouble understanding the
definition of the problem itself. Second, we might have trouble finding or under-
standing an algorithm to solve a problem. Neither of these is what is commonly
meant when a computer theoretician uses the word “hard.” Throughout this sec-
tion, “hard” means that the best-known algorithm for the problem is expensive in
its running time. One example of a hard problem is Towers of Hanoi. It is simple
to understand this problem and its solution. It is also simple to write a program to
solve this problem. But, it takes an extremely long time to run for any “reasonably”
large value of a . Try running a program to solve Towers of Hanoi for only 30 disks!

1The transpose operation takes position ��� of the original matrix and places it in position ��� of the
transpose matrix. This can easily be done in �-� time for an ��� � matrix.
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The Towers of Hanoi problem takes exponential time, that is, its running time

is ê �Ùs Y � . This is radically different than an algorithm that takes ê �/aUä�á�è;a�� time
or ê �/a_b¥� time. It is even radically different from a problem that takes ê �/a ¤ � time.
These are all examples of polynomial running time, since the exponents for all
terms of these equations are constants. Recall from Chapter 3 that if we buy a new
computer that runs twice as fast, the size of problem with complexity ê �/a ¤ � that
we can solve in a certain amount of time is increased by the fourth root of two.
In other words, there is a multiplicative factor increase, even if it is a rather small
one. This is true for any algorithm whose running time can be represented by a
polynomial.

Consider what happens if you buy a computer that is twice as fast and try to
solve a bigger Towers of Hanoi problem in a given amount of time. Since its com-
plexity is ê �Ùs Y � , we can solve a problem only one disk bigger! There is no mul-
tiplicative factor, and this is true for any exponential algorithm: A constant factor
increase in processing power results in only a fixed addition in problem-solving
power.

For the rest of this chapter, we define a hard algorithm to be one that runs in
exponential time, that is, in é � f Y � for some constant f � p . A definition for a hard
problem will be presented in the next section.¾�¡ÁÀ´Â_ÀÃ¾ ¢¤£¥#5üRÓ¨È�Í¦% Î
Æ�Î�Ê�Î�Å�Å
Imagine a magical computer that works by guessing the correct solution from
among all of the possible solutions to a problem. Another way to look at this is
to imagine a super parallel computer that could test all possible solutions simul-
taneously. Certainly this magical computer can do anything a normal computer
can do. It might also solve some problems more quickly than a normal computer
can. Consider some problem where, given a guess for a solution, checking the so-
lution to see if it is correct can be done in polynomial time. Even if the number
of possible solutions is exponential, any given guess can be checked in polynomial
time (equivalently, all possible solutions are checked simultaneously in polynomial
time), and thus the problem can be solved in polynomial time. Conversely, if you
cannot get the answer to a problem in polynomial time by guessing the right answer
and then checking it, you cannot do it in polynomial time in any other way.

The idea of “guessing” the right answer to a problem – or checking all possible
solutions in parallel to determine which is correct – is called non-determinism.
An algorithm that works in this manner is called a non-deterministic algorithm,
and any problem with an algorithm that runs on a non-deterministic machine in
polynomial time is given a special name: It is said to be a problem in §T¨ . Thus,
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Figure 15.2 An illustration of the TRAVELING SALESMAN problem. Five
vertices are shown, with edges between each pair of cities. The problem is to visit
all of the cities exactly once, returning to the start city, with the least total cost.

problems in §©¨ are those problems that can be solved in polynomial time on a
non-deterministic machine.

Not all problems requiring exponential time on a regular computer are in §T¨ .
For example, Towers of Hanoi is not in §T¨ , since it must print out O( s Y ) moves fora disks. A non-deterministic machine cannot “guess” and print the correct answer
in polynomial time.

On the other hand, consider that is commonly known as the Traveling Salesman
problem.

TRAVELING SALESMAN (1)
Input: A complete, directed graph G with distances assigned to each edge

in the graph.
Output: The shortest simple cycle that includes every vertex.

Figure 15.2 illustrates this problem. Five vertices are shown, with edges and
associated costs between each pair of edges. (For simplicity, we assume that the
cost is the same in both directions, though this need not be the case.) If the salesman
visits the cities in the order ABCDEA, he will travel a total distance of 13. A better
route would be ABDCEA, with cost 11. The best route for this particular graph
would be ABEDCA, with cost 9.

We cannot solve this problem in polynomial time with a non-deterministic com-
puter. The problem is that, given a candidate cycle, while we can quickly check that
the answer is a cycle of the appropriate form, we have no easy way of knowing if it
is in fact the shortest such cycle. However, we can solve a variant of this problem,
which is in the form of a decision problem. A decision problem is simply one
whose answer is either YES or NO. The decision problem form of TRAVELING
SALESMAN is as follows:
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TRAVELING SALESMAN (2)

Input: A complete, directed graph G with distances assigned to each edge
in the graph, and an integer ª .

Output: YES if there is a simple cycle with total distance Û ª containing
every vertex in G, and NO otherwise.

We can solve this version of the problem in polynomial time with a non-deter-
ministic computer. The non-deterministic algorithm simply checks all of the pos-
sible subsets of edges in the graph, in parallel. If any subset of the edges is an
appropriate cycle of total length less than or equal to ª , the answer is YES; oth-
erwise the answer is NO. Note that it is only necessary that some subset meet the
requirement; it does not matter how many subsets fail. Checking a particular sub-
set is done in polynomial time by adding the distances of the edges and verifying
that the edges form a cycle that visits each vertex exactly once. Thus, the checking
algorithm runs in polynomial time. Unfortunately, there are f �Nf�z subsets to check,
so this algorithm cannot be converted to a polynomial time algorithm on a regu-
lar computer. Nor does anybody in the world know of any other polynomial time
algorithm to solve TRAVELING SALESMAN on a regular computer, despite the
fact that the problem has been studied extensively by many computer scientists for
many years.

It turns out that there is a large collection of problems with this property: We
know efficient non-deterministic algorithms, but we do not know if there are effi-
cient deterministic algorithms. At the same time, we cannot prove that any of these
problems do not have efficient deterministic algorithms. This class of problems is
called §©¨ -complete. What is truly strange and fascinating about §©¨ -complete
problems is that if anybody ever finds the solution to any one of them that runs
in polynomial time on a regular computer, then by a series of reductions, every
other problem that is in §©¨ can also be solved in polynomial time on a regular
computer!

A problem X is defined to be §©¨ -complete if

1. X is in §T¨ , and

2. Every other problem in §T¨ can be reduced to X in polynomial time.

This second requirement may seem to be impossible, but in fact there are hun-
dreds of such problems, including TRAVELING SALESMAN. Another such prob-
lem is called CLIQUE. CLIQUE asks, given an arbitrary undirected graph G, if
there is a complete subgraph of at least ÿ vertices. Nobody knows whether there
is a polynomial time solution for CLIQUE, but if such an algorithm is found for
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CLIQUE or for TRAVELING SALESMAN, then that solution can be modified to
solve the other, or any other problem in §T¨ , in polynomial time.

The primary theoretical advantage of knowing that a problem P1 is §©¨ -com-
plete is that it can be used to show that another problem P2 is §©¨ -complete. This
is done by finding a polynomial time reduction of P1 to P2. Since we already know
that all problems in §T¨ can be reduced to P1 in polynomial time (by the definition
of §T¨ -complete), we now know that all problems can be reduced to P2 as well by
the simple algorithm of reducing to P1 and then from there reducing to P2.

There is an extremely practical advantage to knowing that a problem is §T¨ -
complete. It relates to knowing that if a polynomial time solution can be found for
any problem that is §©¨ -complete, then a polynomial solution can be found for all
such problems. The implication is that,

1. Since no one has yet found such a solution, it must be difficult or impossible
to do; and

2. Effort to find a polynomial time solution for one §T¨ -complete problem can
be considered to have been expended for all §T¨ -complete problems.

How is §©¨ -completeness of practical significance for typical programmers?
Well, if your boss demands that you provide a fast algorithm to solve a problem,
she will not be happy if you come back saying that the best you could do was an
exponential time algorithm. But, if you can find that the problem is §©¨ -complete,
while she still won’t be happy, at least she should not be mad at you! By showing
that your problem is §©¨ -complete, you are in effect saying that the most brilliant
computer scientists for the last 40 years or more have been trying and failing to find
a polynomial time algorithm for your problem.

Problems that are solvable in polynomial time on a regular computer are said
to be in class ¨ . Clearly, all problems in ¨ are solvable in polynomial time on
a non-deterministic computer simply by neglecting to use the non-deterministic
capability. Some problems in §©¨ are §T¨ -complete. We can consider all problems
solvable in exponential time or better as an even bigger class of problems since all
problems solvable in polynomial time are solvable in exponential time. Thus, we
can view the world of exponential-time-or-better problems in terms of Figure 15.3.

The most important unanswered question in theoretical computer science is
whether ¨ l §T¨ . If they are equal, then there is a polynomial time algorithm for
TRAVELING SALESMAN and all related problems. Since TRAVELING SALES-
MAN is known to be §©¨ -complete, if a polynomial time algorithm were to be
found for this problem, then all problems in §©¨ would also be solvable in poly-
nomial time. Conversely, if we were able to prove that TRAVELING SALESMAN
has an exponential time lower bound, then we would know that ¨ �l §©¨ .
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Figure 15.3 Our knowledge regarding the world of problems requiring expo-
nential time or less. Some of these problems are solvable in polynomial time by a
non-deterministic computer. Of these, some are known to be

¬ «
-complete, and

some are known to be solvable in polynomial time on a regular computer.

The following example provides a model for how a complete §T¨ -complete-
ness proof is done. The fundamental idea is to take some problem known to already
be §©¨ -complete, and use a reduction argument to show that the problem in ques-
tion must also be §©¨ -complete because, if it were doable in polynomial time, it
could be used to solve the known §T¨ -complete problem in polynomial time. First
we define two problems that we can use for the example.

VERTEX COVER
Input: A graph G and an integer ÿ .
Output: YES if there is a subset S of the vertices in G of size ÿ or less such

that every edge of G has at least one of its endpoints in S, and NO otherwise.

CLIQUE
Input: A graph G and an integer ÿ .
Output: YES if there is a subset S of the vertices in G of size ÿ or greater

such that S is a complete graph, and NO otherwise.
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Example 15.1 Theorem 15.1 VERTEX COVER is §©¨ -complete.
Proof: To prove that a problem is §©¨ -complete, we must do two things.
The first is to prove that the problem can be solved in polynomial time by
a non-deterministic algorithm. The second is to give a reduction from a
problem known already to be §©¨ -complete to the problem we are trying
to show is §©¨ -complete.2 For the first step, we can easily write a non-
deterministic algorithm that simply “guesses” a subset of the graph and
determines in polynomial time whether that subset is in fact a vertex cover
of size ÿ or less. For the second step, we will assume that CLIQUE is
already known to be §©¨ -complete (the proof for this is beyond the scope
of this chapter, but is typically given in any more advanced treatment of the
topic).

Given that CLIQUE is §©¨ -complete, we need to find a polynomial-
time transformation from the input to CLIQUE to the input to VERTEX
COVER, and another polynomial-time transformation from the output for
VERTEX COVER to the output for CLIQUE. This turns out to be a simple
matter, given the following observation. Consider a graph G and a vertex
cover S on G. Denote by S� the set of vertices in G but not in S. There
can be no edge connecting any two vertices in S� because, if there were,
then S would not be a vertex cover. Denote by G� the inverse graph for G,
that is, the graph formed from the edges not in G. If S is of size ÿ , then S�
forms a clique of size aZ� ÿ in graph G� . Thus, we can reduce CLIQUE
to VERTEX COVER simply by converting graph G to G� , and asking if G�
has a VERTEX COVER of size a � ÿ or smaller. If YES, then there is a
clique in G of size ÿ ; if NO then there is not. G

¾�¡ÁÀ´Â_ÀëÂ  Î�Æ5ÆkÇ�ÊxËd"ùÐ�Ó¨×¨Ê�Ñ®¢¯£°#5ü²Ó¨È�Í�%ûÎ�Æ�Îd±;Ð'Ó¦²�%ûÎ�È}Å
Unfortunately, finding that your problem is §©¨ -complete may not mean that you
can just forget about it. Traveling salesmen need to find reasonable sales routes
regardless of the complexity of the problem. What do you do when faced with an§©¨ -complete problem that you must solve?

There are several techniques to try. One approach is to run only small instances
of the problem. For some problems, this is not acceptable. For example, TRAVEL-
ING SALESMAN grows so quickly that it cannot be run on modern computers for

2This formulation for proving a problem is ³®´ -complete is not precisely correct, but it is close
enough to understand the process.
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problem sizes much over 20 cities. However, some other problems in §T¨ , while
requiring exponential time, still grow slowly enough that they allow solutions for
problems of a useful size. One such example is the KNAPSACK problem. Given
a set of items each with given size and each with given value, and a knapsack of
size ÿ , is there a subset of the items whose total size is less than or equal to ÿ
and whose total value is greater than or equal to µ ? While this problem is §T¨ -
complete, and so the best-known solution requires exponential running time, it is
still solvable for dozens of items with ÿ and µ in the thousands.

A second approach to handling §T¨ -complete problems is to solve a special
instance of the problem that is not so hard. For example, many problems on graphs
are §T¨ -complete, but the same problem on certain restricted types of graphs is not
so difficult. For example, while the VERTEX COVER problem is §T¨ -complete in
general, there is a polynomial time solution for bipartite graphs (i.e., graphs whose
vertices can be separated into two subsets such that no pair of vertices within one
of the subsets has an edge between them).

A third approach is to find an approximate solution to the problem. There are
a number of approaches to finding approximate solutions. One way is to use a
heuristic to solve the problem, that is, an algorithm based on a “rule of thumb” that
does not always give the correct answer. For example, the TRAVELING SALES-
MAN problem can be solved approximately by using the heuristic that we start at
an arbitrary city and then always proceed to the next unvisited city that is closest.
This rarely gives the shortest path, but the solution may be good enough. There are
many other heuristics for TRAVELING SALESMAN that do a better job. For some
problems, an approximation algorithm can give guaranteed performance, perhaps
that the answer will be within a certain percentage of the best possible answer.9@K=</; ¶!A¸·ùH W�WGF/� º�NAir¸%H�Bº�N�AÜW
Every day professional programmers write programs that go into an infinite loop.
Of course, when a program is in an infinite loop, you do not know for sure if it is
just a slow program or a program in an infinite loop. After “enough time,” you shut
it down. Wouldn’t it be great if your compiler could look at your program and tell
you before you run it that it might get into an infinite loop? Alternatively, given a
program and a particular input, it would be useful to know if executing the program
on that input will result in an infinite loop without actually running the program.

Unfortunately, the Halting Problem, as this is called, cannot be solved. There
will never be a computer program that can positively determine, for an arbitrary
program P, if P will halt for all input. Nor will there ever be a computer program
that can positively determine if arbitrary program P will halt for a specified input.
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How can this be? Programmers look at programs regularly to determine if they
will halt. Surely this can be programmed. As a warning to those who believe any
program can be analyzed, carefully examine the following code fragment before
reading on.

while (n > 1)
if (ODD(n))
n = 3 * n + 1;

else
n = n / 2;

This is a famous piece of code. The sequence of values that is assigned to a
by this code is sometimes called the Collatz sequence for input value a . Does this
code fragment halt for all values of a ? Nobody knows the answer. Every input that
has been tried halts. But does it always halt? Note that for this code fragment, since
we do not know if it halts, we also do not know an upper bound for its running time.
As for the lower bound, we can easily show é �Iä�á�è²a�� (see Exercise 3.13).

Personally, I have faith that someday some smart person will completely ana-
lyze this program and prove once and for all that the code fragment halts for all
values of a . Doing so may well give us techniques that advance our ability to ana-
lyze programs in general. Unfortunately, proofs from computability – the branch
of computer science that studies what is impossible to do with a computer – com-
pel us to believe that there will always be another program that we cannot analyze.
This comes as a result of the fact that the Halting Problem is unsolvable.¾�¡ÁÀ´÷_ÀÃ¾ Ì Ê�ï{Ó¨×GÊ�Æ�É»²�Ç�%ûÇûÆ�'
Before proving that the Halting Problem is unsolvable, we first prove that not all
functions can be programmed. This is so because the number of programs is much
smaller than the number of possible functions.

A set is said to be countable if every member of the set can be uniquely as-
signed to a positive integer. A set is said to be uncountable if it is not possible to
assign every member of the set to a positive integer.

To understand what is meant when we say “assigned to a positive integer,”
imagine that there is an infinite row of bins, labeled 1, 2, 3, and so on. Take a set
and start placing members of the set into bins, with at most one member per bin. If
we can find a way to assign all of the members to bins, then the set is countable. For
example, consider the set of positive even integers 2, 4, and so on. We can assign
an integer ` to bin ` z{s (or, if we don’t mind skipping some bins, then we can assign
even number ` to bin ` ). Thus, the set of even integers is countable. This should be
no surprise, since there seems to be “fewer” positive even integers than there are
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positive integers. Interestingly, there are not really any more positive integers than
there are positive even integers, since we can uniquely assign every positive integer
to some positive even integer by simply assigning positive integer ` to positive even
integer s ` .

On the other hand, the set of all integers is also countable, even though this set
appears to be “bigger” than the set of positive integers. This is true because we can
assign 0 to positive integer 1, 1 to positive integer 2, -1 to positive integer 3, 2 to
positive integer 4, -2 to positive integer 5, and so on. In general, assign positive
integer value ` to positive integer value s ` , and assign negative integer value � ` to
positive integer value s ` dp . We will never run out of positive integers to assign,
so every integer gets an assignment.

Are the number of programs countable or uncountable? A program can be
viewed as simply a string of characters (including special punctuation, spaces, and
line breaks). Let us assume that the number of different characters that can appear
in a program is ¼ . (In the ASCII character set, ¼ must be less than 128, but
the actual number does not matter). If the number of strings is countable, then
surely the number of programs is also countable. We can assign strings to the
bins as follows. Assign the null string to the first bin. Now, take all strings of
one character, and assign them to the next ¼ bins in “alphabetic” or ASCII code
order. Next, take all strings of two characters, and assign them to the next ¼ b bins,
again in ASCII code order working from left to right. Strings of three characters
are likewise assigned to bins, then strings of length four, and so on. In this way, a
string of any given length can be assigned to some bin.

By this process, any string of finite length is assigned to some bin. So any
program, which is merely a string of finite length, is assigned to some bin. Since all
programs are assigned to some bin, the set of all programs is countable. Naturally
most of the strings in the bins are not legal programs, but this is irrelevant. All that
matters is that the strings that do correspond to programs are also in the bins.

Now we consider the number of possible functions. To keep things simple,
assume that all functions take a single positive integer as input and yield a sin-
gle positive integer as output. We will call such functions integer functions. A
function is simply a mapping from input values to output values. Of course, not
all computer programs literally take integers as input and yield integers as output.
However, everything that computers read and write is essentially a series of num-
bers, which may be interpreted as letters or something else. Any useful computer
program’s input and output can be coded as integer values, so our simple model
of computer input and output is sufficiently general to cover all possible computer
programs.
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Figure 15.4 An illustration of assigning functions to bins.

We now wish to see if it is possible to assign all of the integer functions to the
infinite set of bins. If so, then the number of functions is countable, and it might
then be possible to assign every integer function to a program. If the set of integer
functions cannot be assigned to bins, then there will be integer functions that must
have no corresponding program.

Imagine each integer function as a table with two columns and an infinite num-
ber of rows. The first column lists the positive integers starting at 1. The second
column lists the output of the function when given the value in the first column
as input. Thus, the table explicitly describes the mapping from input to output for
each function. Call this a function table.

Next we will try to assign function tables to bins. To do so we must order the
functions, but it does not matter what order we choose. For example, bin 1 could
store the function that always returns 1 regardless of the input value. Bin 2 could
store the function that returns its input. Bin 3 could store the function that doubles
its input and adds 5. Bin 4 could store a function for which we can see no simple
relationship between input and output.3 These four functions as assigned to the first
four bins are shown in Figure 15.4.

Can we assign every function to a bin? The answer is no, because there is
always a way to create a new function that is not in any of the bins. Suppose that
somebody presents a way of assigning functions to bins that they claim includes all
of the functions. We can build a new function that has not been assigned to any bin,
as follows. Take the output value for input 1 from the function in the first bin. Call
this value

� g ��p%� . Add 1 to it, and assign the result as the output of a new function

3There is no requirement for a function to have any discernible relationship between input and
output. A function is simply a mapping of inputs to outputs, with no constraint on how the mapping
is determined.
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Figure 15.5 Illustration for the argument that the number of integer functions is
uncountable.

for input value 1. Regardless of the remaining values assigned to our new function,
it must be different from the first function in the table, since the two give different
outputs for input 1. Now take the output value for 2 from the second function in
the table (known as

� b �Ùs
� ). Add 1 to this value and assign it as the output for 2 in
our new function. Thus, our new function must be different from function 2, since
they will differ at least at the second value. Continue in this manner, assigning� Y�È4É � ` �Ol � [ � ` �VdDp for all values ` . Thus, the new function must be different
from any function

� [ at least at position ` . Since the new function is different from
every other function, it must not already be in the table. This is true no matter
how we try to assign functions to bins, and so the number of integer functions
is uncountable. The significance of this is that not all functions can possibly be
assigned to programs; there must be functions with no corresponding program.
Figure 15.5 illustrates this argument.

¾�¡ÁÀ´÷_ÀëÂ ÊË�ÎcÌBÉ»% Æ#Ç�ÊxËÍ±;Ð'Ó¦²�%ûÎ�ÈÏÎ�Å�Ì Ê�Å�Ó¦% ú
É»²�%ûÎ
While it is theoretically interesting to know that there exists some function that
cannot be computed by a computer program, does this mean that there is any useful
problem that cannot be computed? Now we will prove that the Halting Problem
cannot be computed by any computer program. The proof is by contradiction.

We begin by assuming that there is a function named halt that can solve the
Halting Problem. Obviously, it is not possible to write out something that does not
exist, but here is a plausible sketch of what a function to solve the Halting Problem
might look like if it did exist. Function halt takes two inputs: a string representing
the source code for a C�Á� program or function, and another string representing the
input that we wish to determine if the input program or function halts on. Function
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halt returns true if the input program or function does halt on the given input,
and false otherwise.

bool halt(char* prog, char* input)
{

Code to solve halting problem
if (prog does halt on input) then
return(true);

else
return(false);

}

We now will examine two simple functions that clearly can exist since the com-
plete C �Á� code for them is presented here:

bool selfhalt(char *prog) {
// Return TRUE if prog halts when given itself as input.
if (halt(prog, prog))
return(true);

else
return(false);

}

void contrary(char *prog) {
if (selfhalt(prog))
while(true); // Go into an infinite loop

}

What happens if we make a program whose sole purpose is to execute con-
trary and run that program with itself as input? One possibility is that the call to
selfhalt returns true; that is, selfhalt claims that contrary will halt
when run on itself. In that case, contrary goes into an infinite loop (and thus
does not halt). On the other hand, if selfhalt returns false, then halt is
proclaiming that contrary does not halt on itself, and contrary then returns,
that is, it halts. Thus, contrary does the contrary of what halt says that it will
do.

The action of contrary is logically inconsistent with the assumption that
halt solves the Halting Problem correctly. There are no other assumptions we
made that might cause this inconsistency. Thus, by contradiction, we have proved
that halt cannot solve the Halting Problem correctly, and thus there is no program
that can solve the Halting Problem.
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Now that we have proved that the Halting Problem is unsolvable, we can use

reduction arguments to prove that other problems are also unsolvable. The strat-
egy is to assume the existence of a computer program that solves the problem in
question and use that program to solve another problem that is already known to be
unsolvable.

For example, consider the following variation on the Halting Problem. Given
a computer program, will it halt when its input is the empty string (i.e., will it halt
when it is given no input)? To prove that this problem is unsolvable, we will employ
a standard technique for computability proofs: Use a computer program to modify
another computer program.

Assume that there is a function Ehalt that determines whether a given pro-
gram halts when given no input. Recall that our proof for the Halting Problem
involved functions that took as parameters a string representing a program and an-
other string representing an input. Consider another function combine that takes
a program P and an input string I as parameters. Function combine modifies P to
store I as a static variable S and further modifies all calls to input functions within
P to instead get their input from S. Call the resulting program P� . It should take
no stretch of the imagination to believe that any decent compiler could be modified
to take computer programs and input strings and produce a new computer program
that has been modified in this way. Now, take P � and feed it to Ehalt. If Ehalt
says that P � will halt, then we know that P would halt on input I. In other words, we
now have a procedure for solving the original Halting Problem. The only assump-
tion that we made was the existence of Ehalt. Thus, the problem of determining
if a program will halt on no input must be unsolvable.¾�¡ÁÀ´÷_Àë÷ ø Î�Æ�ÎxÐ4È¢Ç�Ê�Ç�ÊxËÍ±�Ð'Ó�ËÏÐ'É�È�ÕRÎ�Ë�É�ú�ÇëÓxÐÐÎ�ÅOÌ Ê�Å#Ó¦% ú
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There are many things that we would like to have a computer do that are unsolv-
able. Many of these have to do with program behavior. For example, proving that
a program is “correct,” that is, proving that a program computes a particular func-
tion, is a proof regarding program behavior. As such, what can be accomplished is
severely limited. In particular, it is not possible to reliably determine in all cases if
a particular program computes a particular function. Nor is it possible to determine
whether a particular line of code in a particular program will ever be executed.

This does not mean that a computer program cannot be written that works on
special cases, possibly even on most programs that we would be interested in check-
ing. For example, some C compilers will check if the control expression for a
while loop is a constant expression that evaluates to false. If it is, the compiler
will issue a warning that the while loop code will never be executed. However, it
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is not possible to write a computer program that can check for all input programs
whether a specified line of code will be executed when the program is given some
specified input.

Another unsolvable problem is whether a program contains a computer virus.
The property “contains a computer virus” is a matter of behavior. Thus, it is not
possible to determine positively whether an arbitrary program contains a computer
virus. Fortunately, there are many good heuristics for determining if a program
is likely to contain a virus, and it is usually possible to determine if a program
contains a particular virus, at least for the ones that are now known. Real virus
checkers do a pretty good job, but, it will always be possible for malicious people
to invent new viruses that no existing virus checker can recognize.

9@K=<3: HB?B¸�EcQVN�¸e·}N;CI? F'JIJ
The classic text on the theory of §T¨ -completeness is Computers and Intractabil-
ity: A Guide to the Theory of §©¨ -completeness by Garey and Johnston [GJ79].
The Traveling Salesman Problem, edited by Lawler et al. [LLKS85], discusses
many approaches to finding an acceptable solution to this particular §T¨ -complete
problem in a reasonable amount of time.

For more information about the Collatz function see “On the Ups and Downs of
Hailstone Numbers” by B. Hayes, “Computer Recreations” in Scientific American,
January 1984, and “The v � dop Problem and its Generalizations” by J.C. Lagarias
in American Mathematical Monthly, January 1985.

For an introduction to the field of computability and impossible problems, see
Discrete Structures, Logic, and Computability by James L. Hein [Hei95].

9@K=<8K LNM;NS¸%P)FIW�NRW
15.1 Consider this algorithm for finding the maximum element in an array: Find

the maximum element by first sorting the array and then selecting the last
(maximum) element. What (if anything) does this reduction tell us about the
upper and lower bounds to the problem of finding the maximum element in
a sequence? Why can we not reduce SORTING to finding the maximum
element?

15.2 Use a reduction to prove that squaring an aÍU a matrix is just as expensive
as multiplying two atU�a matrices.

15.3 Use a reduction to prove that multiplying two upper triangular aÓUùa matrices
is just as expensive as multiplying two arbitrary atU�a matrices.
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15.4 (a) Explain why computing the factorial of a by multiplying all values

from 1 to a together is an exponential time algorithm.
(b) Explain why computing an approximation to the factorial of a by mak-

ing use of Stirling’s formula (see Section 2.2) is a polynomial time
algorithm.

15.5 A Hamiltonian cycle in graph G is a cycle that visits every vertex in the
graph exactly once before returning to the start vertex. The problem HAMIL-
TONIAN CYCLE asks whether graph G does in fact contain a Hamiltonian
cycle. Assuming that HAMILTONIAN CYCLE is §©¨ -complete, prove that
TRAVELING SALESMAN is §©¨ -complete.

15.6 Assuming that VERTEX COVER is §T¨ -complete, prove that CLIQUE is§T¨ -complete by finding a polynomial time reduction from VERTEX CO-
VER to CLIQUE.

15.7 We define the problem INDEPENDENT SET as follows:

INDEPENDENT SET
Input: A graph G and an integer ÿ .
Output: YES if there is a subset S of the vertices in G of size ÿ or

greater such that no edge connects any two vertices in S, and NO other-
wise.

Assuming that CLIQUE is §T¨ -complete, prove that INDEPENDENT SET
is §©¨ -complete.

15.8 Prove that the set of real numbers is uncountable. Use a proof similar to
the one used in Section 15.3.1 to prove that the set of integer functions is
uncountable.

15.9 Here is another version of the knapsack problem, which we will call EXACT
KNAPSACK. Given a set of items each with given integer size, and a knap-
sack of size integer ÿ , is there a subset of the items which fits exactly within
the knapsack?

Assuming that EXACT KNAPSACK is §©¨ -complete, use a reduction argu-
ment to prove that KNAPSACK is §©¨ -complete.

15.10 Prove, using a reduction argument such as given in Section 15.3.2, that the
problem of determining if a program will print any output is unsolvable.

15.11 Prove, using a reduction argument such as given in Section 15.3.2, that the
problem of determining if a program executes a particular statement within
that program is unsolvable.
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15.12 Prove, using a reduction argument such as given in Section 15.3.2, that the
problem of determining if two programs halt on exactly the same inputs is
unsolvable.

15.13 Prove, using a reduction argument such as given in Section 15.3.2, that the
problem of determining whether there is some input on which two programs
will both halt is unsolvable.9@K=</h ir¸%Hkj
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15.1 Implement VERTEX COVER; that is, given graph G and integer ª , answer
the question of whether or not there is a vertex cover of size ª or less. Begin
by using a brute-force algorithm of checking all possible sets of vertices of
size ª to find an acceptable vertex cover, and measure the running time on a
number of input graphs. Then try to reduce the running time through the use
of any heuristics you can think of. Next, try to find approximate solutions to
the problem in the sense of finding the smallest set of vertices that forms a
vertex cover.

15.2 Implement KNAPSACK. Measure its running time on a number of inputs.
What is the largest practical input size for this problem?

15.3 Implement an approximation of TRAVELING SALESMAN; that is, given a
graph G with costs for all edges, find the cheapest cycle that visits all vertices
in G. Try various heuristics to find the best approximations for a wide variety
of input graphs.

15.4 Write a program that, given a positive integer a as input, prints out the Collatz
sequence for that number. What can you say about the types of integers that
have long Collatz sequences? What can you say about the length of the
Collatz sequence for various groups of integers?


